
Academics

First Generation NLP

Only mass-market, general answers

Highly topic/industry focused answers

Third Generation Listen and
Interpret

Automatic
Reasoning

Dynamic neural network - self optimizes
Reduce answer latency

Answers communicated in �ows

Employees can provide real-time
feedback on whether data is accurate

Only calls area(s)
of NLP needed

NLP can be trained for
specialized topic areas

Load all data into models
O�ensive material will be caught

It’s up to the client to
provide accurate data

NLP just needs instructions
on what numerical and textual

data to read and process

Patient questions

Informed decisions
require composite answers

If a proper name
appears over X times, 
then it is stored in NLP

Dual representations make NLP
responses more useful to what
maybe very opinionated users

Cognitive frame of reference

Personally 
Identi�able Data

Many NLPs pick a response
at the mean of distribution

Before responses go to user, 
they are checked against (very)

discriminatory models

Conversational AI model
Deep understanding of topic
Deep conversations with end users

Side NLP

Using the internet is exhausting
Di�erent sites to navigate and learn
Disagreement among sites
Brain has to work too hard

Monitor, keyboard and mouse are sensory
But require a lot of e�ort to use and master

Can actively listen and recall
Has memory of previous interaction

Searches data across the enterprise

Does this employee/user have
access to view this data?

Can also direct
employee to an

actual document

Private graphs

Cognitive Enhancement
NLP aids cognitive
application of senses

This improve sensory experience
and reduces brain activity needed
to process the new information

Rules-based to start:
Casual language
Use of some slang terms
End user’s name used
Has short-term memory

Goal is deep understanding
and simulating curiosity

can be converted
to podcast

Ageism
Disability

Gender
Orientation

Religion
Nationality

Harassment
Race

Build initial language model
Then feed it all cancer research

This is almost like personalized AI

Doctor daily updates

Lung Talk

Discriminatory Models

Academic researchers
Caregivers. etc...

If the reply is �agged,
it will not be released to user
and used to improve the model

answer +  conjunction + answer

For example

Breast

Colon

Lung

Etc...

Big Tech Representation
Learning

ARTIFICIAL
SINGULAR

INTELLIGENCE

Cancer

Was this answer
accurate?

One size �ts all
Immature standards

Not extensible

Feed-forward neural network

Custom neural network

Not limited to 2048 tokens
No position encoding

Can handle large
amounts of input text

Can output very 
large summaries

Can be stored on disk drives

Pre-training is computationally intense

Models need to be stored in GPUs
Takes multiple large scale servers

Broad use - dialogues with tech

Narrow use - hyper-specialized

Context of word is critical

Running is computationally intensive

Dictionary

Token
Position

Limited to
2048 tokens

Converted
to numbers

Back
propagation

Position
encoding

Token

Token

Token

Token

This is �ne for tech giants
NLP tech B2C and broad audience

Rule-based
Language as a program

Compilers

Second Generation

Statistics
Mathematics

Machine learning

Managed by linguists Computer scientists

Google, Microsoft, etc. NLP is not �exible
Used by billions and not customized

“Computer Revolution”
has not improved productivity

Google tried enterprise search
in the past and it did not work

Alexa, is it going to rain today?
Alexa, what is today’s date?
Alexa, play some_song_title.
Alexa, what is the news for today?

Women’s health care (w/abortion)
Cancer expertise - doctors, patients, caregivers, etc.
Consulting �rm internal expert and answer �nder

Humanness improves connection
Advanced NLP is not so formal and machine-like

Use feedback to enhance next step in NLP experience

Internet
Domain of tech giants
Answer general questions
Works with a billion+ users

Extranet
Company works with coders
Builds a custom solution
More rate per hour work

Intranet
NLP all the company’s content
Designed to help employees in real-time
Restricted to only employee use
Non-coders can query any company data
Employees get answers very quickly
Employee productivity goes up!

Large companies are
like aircraft carriers

Very slow to turn

Question complexity
dictates amount of

deep learning needed

Concept of time

Can use two di�erent voices
One for general questions and
one for internal/private questions

Active Machine Learning
End user provides feedback to model

Structured Data Knowledge Graph
No need to use code or sql queries to retrieve dataEmployees learn what

is private/con�dential data
based on voice answering

User asks question that requires
numerical data to answer

Right level of response

Dictionary

robot
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Can only handle short sequences
and simple sentences

Dynamic versus
static knowledge

Hire Infosys+ to 
build for company

Will collect all your user data
Will listen even when no on
Will monetize using ads

GENERALIZED
SPECIALIZED

3rd generation NLP is
constantly learning

based on available data

Learn to type
Learn to code
Learn Excel+

Download apps

Human Computer Interface
Humans had to do all the adapting
Hundreds of user interfaces to learn
No wonder productivity did not improve

We had to learn on
computer’s terms

Just have a conversation
with the computer

Spend most of our time just trying to �nd stu�


